Abstract. The angle between past and future for stationary random fields on the lattice points of the plane is defined and it is shown that in contrast with other problems related to the past of random fields the positivity of the angle betweeen past and future is independent of different pasts which have been considered in the literature. It is shown that the positivity of the angle for random fields and processes is equivalent with that forming a Schauder basis. Besides this some analytic characterizations are also provided.
1. Introduction. A problem which has been proved to be useful in the prediction theory of stationary stochastic processes is the idea of the angle between past and future. Several authors have worked on this area and revealed its connection with the prediction theory of stationary stochastic processes, c.f. Helson and Szegö [4] , Hunt, Muckenhoupt and Wheeden [5] , Pousson [1L] , Sarason [13] , Pourahmadi [t0] , and Miamee [8] .
In this paper we introduce the definition of the angle for a stationary random field and prove that the crucial properties of the angle in the case of stationary processes have natural extensions to the case of stationary fields. In contrast to other problems concerning the past of random fields, we show that the positivity of the a.ngle between past and future does not depend on the choice of different kind of pasts considered by different authors in the literature. After setting up the necessary notation in Section 2 we prove our analytic and geometric characterization for positivity of the angle in Section 3.
The present paper is essentially based on the report [9] . In fact we reproduce some of the main results obtained already in [9] . Related results, based on [9] , have been obtained also by Makagon and Salehi [7] .
2. Preliminaries. In this section we introduce the notation and terminology needed in the rest of the paper. Let X*n, (*,n) € 22, be a double sequence of random variables on a probability space (Q,9,P) such that EX*, : 0 and EIX^"\'( oo, for all (*,n) e 22. -i(ma*"P) dp, for all (*,n) € 22 .
'pectral measure of the stationary random field X*n with respect to the normalized Lebesgue measure do:
da dp 4r2
its Proof. By Lemma 3.5(c) X*n is strongly nondeterministic in the sense of Soltani [14] and hence by Theorem 3.4 Now if we take rn and n large enough we get S*"(P): P, and hence llS-"(f) -fllr,_ I €. Now, to prove the other half assume that the conditions ("), (b) , and (c) Proof. We break the proof of our lemma into the following steps:
Step 1. The angle between Hx(U') and, Hy (An) : r € Z,s ( n-t} u {(r, n) : r 1--1}.
The proof of this step is similar to that of Lemma 3.2 and hence it is again omitted.
Step 3. We note that the generalized rectangles contain all the usual rectan- 
